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INTRODUCTION

Successive changes in the nature of the self-service laundry industry

have affected the investment required in the individual store* The intro-

duction of the service laundry in the 1940* s> followed by the coin laundry

in the 1950 's and the fabric maintenance centers in the 1960 's are examples

of the expanding marketing concept* Concurrent with these developments* a

trend toward more elaborate store interiors and innovations in machine in-

stallations became evident* By 1963 the large fabric maintenance centers,

incorporating professional as well as coin-operated laundry, drycleaning

and finishing services, appeared in many areas of the United States* During

the period of change in market concept, the number of store installations

increased dramatically*

This change in marketing concept brought financial problems with it*

The increase in number of stores intensified competition locally* Newer

stores were more costly than earlier types with the same machine capacity*

The amount of capital investment per store rose significantly* (derating

costs climbed, which compounded the problem. These factors worked to pre-

cipitate a financial adjustment in the coin laundry industry*

History and Setting

The beginning of self-service laundry stores may be traced to the

development of the automatic washing machine* The single load washer was

featured in the automatic laundry stores which opened after World War II*

Many automatic washers together with large commercial dryers which held up

to five loads of wash were provided at each store* Employees were usually



on th« pr«mis«8 of the store either to assist the patrons in doing their

laundry or to do it for them entirely* The convenience of using many

machines simultaneously, thereby completing the week's wash in Just one

cycle's time» was the selling feature of these stores* Washers used were

identical to the home appliance washer* Gradually, a trend toward deposit*

ing the whole laundry bundle at the store predominated* The automatic

laundry became identified as a service laundry* This drop-off and pick-up-

later trade made up the bulk of the automatic store's business*

By the mid 1950 *s a new, but closely related, concept in laundry stores

for the consumer appeared* Building upon the earlier idea of grouping many

tingle load washers and the big dryers, the new stores metered these machines.

This change permitted unattended operations, with a resulting reduction in

cost to the store owner* The coin laundries emphasized arrangement of the

equipment for the patron's use so as to facilitate the use of the machinery

by many customers in the store at the same time*

Previously, the equipment arrangement often was designed to enable the

eoployees to turn out the greatest amount of laundry in the shortest time*

The new layout subtly catered to the customer in several ways* More

machinery was available* Auxiliary equipment, such as money changers, soap

and beverage vending machines, was added* Since the customer spent more time

in the store, folding tables for the laundry and chairs for waiting became

common*

vvhile the concept had changed for the customer, it also changed for the

owner or manager* Service store management was largely occupied with doing

the customer's wash* But in the coin laundry, the «nphasis shifted to



equipment engineering and supervision* Since the management Mas not

actually doing the wash in the early coin laundry* its attention was focused

on keeping the increased number of machine units running smoothly* In addi*

tion to this* keeping the store clean was even tnore important than in the

service stores since the unattended store became dirty quickly* Regular

schedules of housekeeping routine were necessary to coopensate for the lack

of continual attendance*

Kith the addition of coin drycleaning machines In 1960t further re-

finements in the concept of clothing care were introduced* As more coin

laundries were opened across the country » a distinct trend to inore elaborate

installations ^as evident* This evolution* from a back workroom atmosphere

of the early automatic stores to the increasingly fancy stores opening in

1960 and 1961* was due partly to a reaction to charges that the unattended

store was an attractive nuisance to its community* By upgrading the atmos*

phere of the stores through decoratorodesigned interiors and installations*

while simultaneously stressing greater convenience and economy to the con-

sumer* the coin laundry industry improved its community standing*

Not only had managerial duties changed for the owner* but even more

significant was the changing competitive situation he faced* The number of

1

laundry stores in 1946 has been estimated at 538* For each year thereafter

until 1956* the industry increased by about 500 stores annually* The

majority of these were service stores* In 1956* 8,519 stores were included

in Department of Commerce and industry figures* Concensus of trade journals

1 The Appendix contains sources of all data and further Information on
the breakdown of store types*



w«8 that 3,300 of these wtre coin laundries* By 1953 coin laundries becane

increasingly popular as an Investment* There were d»300 coin laundry stores

In 1998 according to one manufacturer* Four years later in 1960* Just be-

fore coin drycleaning was introduced across the countryf 23,300 stores «ere

in operation*

Coin drycleanlng was promoted in several ways by manufacturers and

distributors* This resulted in installations in existing coin laundries

t

in separate stores as a single service* and In some instances in commercial

drycleanlng outlets* The idea of coin drycleanlng met with great opposition

fro* tome commercial cleaners at first, but by 1%1 estimates show 1,500 in-

stallations of coin drycleanlng* A year later, 7,000 stores were featuring

coin drycleanlng* Soine of these stores were combination laundry and cleaning

stores, and were therefore included In the 33,300 installations listed as coin

laundries* Others v«exe coin drycleanlng only stores*

<:ME)jective of the Study

Two points may be restated from the above* During the period of stinly,

1953 to 1963t (1) an observable change occurred in the niarketlng concept of

fabric maintenance; and (2) the number of business establishments «ihich offered

these services increased dramatically* The increase in the nir^er of stores

created severe c(»Qpetitlon* To the extent that the new type of store featured

coin laundry and drycleanlng, new services were being offered to the existing

patronage* But at the sane tlaie, customers from service laundries and com-

mercial drycleaners were being actively cultivated by the coin-operators*

An examination of comparative investments <«hich w^e necessary in typical

stores In 1958, 1961, and 1963 will lay the groundwork for evaluating the



financial effect of the change in store concept. Not only did the initial

investment cost increase, but the operating expenses also began to climb

noticeably.

The purpose of this r^ort is to analyze the financial effect of these

changes through the testing of the following hypothesiti

"The rapid increase in the number of stores in the coin laundry
industry and the additional investment required due to the change
in marketing concept tended to lower the rate of return on in-

vested capital during the period 195d-1963«''

Certain implications may be drawn from a casual observation of the

variables included in the hypothesis* Ease of entry was a significant

factor in the number of stores which opened in such a few years* Also*

great attraction to invest in this area must have existed* As with any area

in the economy, funds will be attracted if the promise of high return seems

real* The ability to buy a store must be accompanied by the willingness to

do so*

A change in conc^t had repercussions* The earlier stores had to learn

to live with the innovation in their market* The new stores had to be tested

from the market and financial points of view* The hypothesis states that the

rate of return to owners of these establishments was adversely affected by

the developments in the period under study* This report is not Intended to

make a value judgment regarding the satisfactory level of return on funds

invested* In the process of testing the hypothesis* an attempt was made to

isolate those factors which came to bear significantly on the industry situa-

tion, and to suggest that a better appreciation of these is essential to good

management of all funds cocmnitted to this area*



Methodology

TMting of th« hypothesis was done through the construction of

hypothetical models for each of the three years. Each model included

a schedule of initial investment cost* potential revenue* and operating

expenses* Since individual stores may differ in many respects, the use of

an hypothetical model with an accompanying discussion of variables affect-

ing the situation was felt to be of general value*

The years 1958, 1961, and 1963 were selected as representative of the

market change* By 1953 the early form of the unattended coin laundry was

well developed in the field* Although the coin drycleaning machine was

first introduced in Arkansas in 1959, it was not until 1961 that a suffi*

cient number of installations were actually in operation to be considered

part of the coin laundry picture* The year 1961 represents both the

addition of coin drycleaning and the then well-developed trend toward

elaborate interiors* The year 1963 is used because it was the ntost recent,

and also because of the growing number of fabric maintenance centers which

were opened*

The term "fabric maintenance center" is now associated with the in-

stallation which offers some hybrid combination of coin laundry and coin

drycleaning, finishing or pressing service on the premises, and perhaps an

outlet for the commercial services of both the professional drycleaner and

power laundry plant* Most common is the shirt finishing service, either on

the premises or as a pick-up point* Usually these installations involve a

far greater investment than early or even cont^nporary stores with fewer

services* But they are all offering services in the fabric care market.



though somewhat dlfferentlated» and can be subjected to the same type of

scrutiny*

A comparison of the investments required of the typical store in these

three key years, tied to an analysis of operating re/enues and expenses,

should give a clue to the effect of the concept change* The early focus

of those who promoted these stores was on individual pieces of equipment*

Later* store concept was merchandized* The last* the fabric care center^

is esserrli^Ily a system of textile inaintenance*

Sometimes, this approach is referred to an "market-minus**, or an

inductive method of determining equipment selection and installation

layout* Such a system begins with the consumer and his fabric care needs*

It tries to fit the store design to his habits of shopping* The store con-

cept is then evolved ixom this, rather than trying to attract the consumer

to an existing laundry store type*

Each type, however, must meet the te&t of financial feasibility from

an investor's point of view*

MONOPOLISTIC COyPETniON

The theory of monopolistic competition is useful in analyzing the coin

laundry industry* As an economic model, it offers a meaningful description

of activity in the market place for the coin laundry* An appreciation of

the characteristics of a monopolistically con^Detitive industry is necessary

to understand the relationship between the significant factors which were

instrumental in bringing about the change in the return on investment*



E« H* Chambttrlin's classic work on monopolistic compttition s«ts forth

certain conditions Mhich obtain in this type of narket* The three primary

assumptions ares

1* The number of sellers is sufficiently large that there is no
feeling of mutual interdependence among them* Each firm acts
independently* without regard to any effect its actions may
have on competitors*

2* Products of the various sellers are differentiated t customers
having preferences for the products of particular sellers*

3* Entry into the industry is unrestricted, new firms being
able to commence production of very close substitutes for
the existing brands of the product* even though they cannot
make items which are exactly identical* in the eyes of the
purchasers* to existing brands*^

Characteristics

By assuming a large number of sellers no industry leaders emerge* The

policies of the individual firm will result from the seller's estimate of

the demand situation which faces him and a cost schedule derived from his

operation.

Product differentiation is a distinctive feature of this type of

market structure* Tm^o aspects of product differentiation may be examined

with regard to differences in the physical product or service offered by

the seller and by conditions surrounding the sale itself* Patents* trade

marks* brand names* and franchise systems are examples of monopolistic in-

fluences* They all attempt to render the product unique in some manner*

Spatial differentiation refers to the control over supply the seller has

1 E* H. Chamber 1 in* The Theory of Monopolistic Competition *

2 John F* Due and Robert W* Clower, Intermediate Economic Analysis ,

p. 222.



by virtue of his location* The way in which the product or service is

marketed at a specific location may give the seller an edge over his

competitors.

Yet each is subject to competition of other » but similar » "products'*

sold under different circumstances and at other locations} this is the

3
competitive aspect. The monopolistic feature is seen in the individuality

of the establishment itself and its location* Differentiated products

combine the aspects of both competition and monopoly.

Pricing in monopolistic competition tends toward a middle course

relative to the two extremes of monopoly and perfect competition. The

monopoly element permits an upward pressure on price) made possible by

achieving a preference for its service or product by its customers. But»

again» competition comes into the picture by recognizing that substitutes

affect the elasticity of demand for the product.

The cost curve for each individual seller usually is different from

other sellers* This is partly due to the difference in the cost of the

equipment and its housing cost. Accordingly an approximation of an in-

dustry cost curve is not realistic.

In monopolistic competition the demand curve facing the firm slopes

downward to the right because of the monopoly influence. Product differ-

entiation which encourages consumer preferences serves to limit the market

for any other producer. The slope or elasticity of the demand curve is

affected by the strength of differentiation and the strength of attachment

4
of customers to particular products or services.

3 Chamberlin, o£. cit. , p. 63.

4 Due and Clower, 0£. cit * , p. 223.
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The relation of the cost curve to the dowrmard sloping demand curve

facing the seller is very important* Whereas in competition excess economic

profits may be eliminated in the long run with all firms operating and sell-

ing at the low point on their average cost curve» monopolistically com-

petitive industries do not follow this pattern. The seller in monopolistic

competition attempts to maximize his profits by operating at the volume

indicated by the intersection of the marginal cost and marginal revenue

curves. With a downward sloping demand curve« however » the average revenue

and marginal revenue curves are not identical.

Because of the downward sloping demand or average revenue curve*

the individual firm will not be operating at the lowest level of average

cost* If there is free entry, the average cost curve will be tangent to

the average revenue curve* Since any atteoq^t to increase output to reach

lower average cost would cause the price reduction to exceed the cost per

unit reduction, the firms do not fully realize economies of large-scale

production* Existing plant facilities are not used to capacity*

Selling costs and promotional activities are significant in monopolistic

competition* The uniqueness of the product Is promoted through an attMH^t

to encourage buyers to prefer the particular seller's product, that is, to

prefer it over close substitutes* ^ concerted effort made to sell the product

raises the average cost curve from that which it might be under competitive

circumstances*

The price charged and the sales obtained depend partly on the skill in

differentiating the product and attracting buyers, ^hile the seller can

raise price without losing all of his customers due to their preferences.
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price reductions will not bring unlimited volume increases since there also

exists a preference for the competitor's product* If the preferences are

strong* demand will be relatively inelastic*

Unrestricted entry of firms exists in monopolistic competition* Capital

requirements for coimnencement of operations usually are lowt snd the volume

of output necessary for reasonably low cost is not likely to be great* The

rapid flow of firms into and out of the grocery and small restaurant busi-

5
ness is an illustration of this aspect of monopolistic competition*

There are significant modifications to be made to this primary assumption

regarding entry* Adjustments toward equality of price with average cost

when the product is differentiated may be checked by the reputation of

firms already in operation* V^liile the efforts of newcomers at creating

sufficient consumer preference may be such that they enter freely and cover

their own costs, but they still will not take sufficient business from the

6
well-established firms to destroy the latter *& excess profits* The adjust-

ment toward long-run equilibrium does not proceed as under purely competitive

circumstances*

Operating Condition of the Market

In the early stages of the market entry of firms is convenient* Product

differentiation is effective in pairing buyers and sellers due to uniqueness

of the product or service itself and of the setting in which it is offered*

The particular share of the existing market for the product depends largely

upon the skill of the seller in non-price competition* Due to differing

^ Due and Clower, 0£* cit »> p* 225*

6 Due and Clower, 0£* cit*, p* 228*
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average cost 8chedules« the firm holding the largest share of the market

may not be the profit leader*

rv»t<.

pSfc.OkA"^V+y

Fig* 1* iybnopolistic competition
•xcfss profits*

>ice.

P -

QtAM^fxiy

Fig* 2* Monopolistic competition

long->run adjustment free
entry.

Figure 1 shows a position of excess economic profits under mono-

polistic competition* Production is set at A, the intersection of the

marginal revenue and marginal cost curves* Average cost it covered at

point B with excess profits per unit existing from B to C* As the number

of firms entering drive the average cost up and the per-firm share of the

market down, the excess profits disappear* This adjustment is found to

have differing effects on the individual firm* For the firm with an aver-

age cost above the market price it is able to obtain, the operation becomes

a losing one* Either it must reduce its costs, attempt to increase its

share of the market, or face leaving the industry with its losing operation*

^ It is recognized that the share of the market might be increased
without raising total costs through the selection of different expenses*
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Th« •ntr*nched firm which has •stabllshad Its cll«ntele» due to preftrences

fox its product » may still be operating in a position where its price is in

excess of its average cost* The average situation depicted in Fig* 2 may

not apply to it even in the long run* Its ntonopolistic control over the

supply of its differentiated product permits it an edge over general market

conditions*

For the individual firm the problem Is to select the proper product

mix» whose co'it vnll attract the largest possible total profit* Each

producer Is a monopolist in a group » yet the market is interwoven between

the competitors so that none is truly isolated* All producers share the

common market but in differing ratios*

Usually long-run adjustment necessitates a drop in market price as

equilibrliai is approached* But under monopolistic competition this may

iK>t result* The pressure on the declining individual shares of the market

may be eased by the exit of losing? firms to balance the entry of new firms*

In addition, price cutting may be effected by iR^^roving the product* while

a price change is not apparent to the consumer at first » the seller may

have to improve his product » thereby raising his cost curve and narrowing

his margin. The drop in share of the market as sellers become more numerous

has the effect of raising the cost curve since less output is actually sold*

Prices may be sticky for some reason, so that all adjustments must take place

9
behind the scene* Adjustments by reduced volume sold and not by price change

8 Chamberlin, o£* cit *, p* 81*

9 Chamberlin, 2£* £lX*> P* ^^*
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TMult in MCMt productlv* capacity in tht industry for which th«r« it no

10
automatic corraction* Chamber 1 in labels this situation typical "Mastas of

. « 11
{Ronopolistic competition •

Coin Laundries and Monopolistic Coo^etition

The large number of sellers under loonopolistic competition is observable

in the coin laur«iry industry* As a result of the ease of entry due to low

capital and managarial requir^ents and a fast developing markett the ntmber

of establishments increased by about 400^ in the period 1958 to 1963. Each

firm was free to set its o%»n price* but the nature of metered operation pre-

vented any true flexibility* Product differentiation is characteristic of

coin*ops* While a convnon service is being offered to the consumert the

differences in the machinery used in the individual stores varied widely*

particularly In the later years of the period under study*

In the earlier years exaeiined in this paper the condition suggested

in Fig* 1 above did prevail* Before competition became severe due to the

remarkable increase in number of stores » the high volume of capacity utiliza-

tion in the individual store resulted in substantial profits* As the niraber

of stores increased, the growing market was shared by iiiore operators* V.here

concentration of stores was high, per store share of the market was greatly

reduced* Denver, Colorado is often used as an example of this xvith regard

to coin drycleaning*

Further product differ^itiation, other than actual differences in

machinery, was apparent in the trend to more elaborate store installations*

10 Ibid *, p* 109*

11 Ibid *, p. 109*
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Unusual layouts of equipment and fancy interior designs were encouraged to

improve the image of the coin laundry in the community. A major trade

magazine promoted a "store beautiful" contest as a step in the right direc-

tion* The face lifting process gave the new type store a competitive edge

over the earlier utilitarian-type installation*

This change often was built around a greater number of washers and

dryers* Early stores tended to a combination of twenty washers and four

fifty-pound dryers* Later the ratio of washers to dryers changed to three

to one» or approximately twenty washers and eight dryers* With the new ratio

prevailing, the total number of washers used per store also increased as

forty to sixty washer stores opened across the country* Larger premises

were needed to house these giant size installations, raising the rental

fees and investments in real estate*

The size of the initial investment in equipment and the increase in

housing costs changed the entry fee* In 1958 a coin laundry installation

for a twenty and four store could have been put in for $13,000, excluding

building and land* By 1962 a twenty, and by now, eight store ran closer to

$25,000* The more expensive interiors raised the housing cost of the equip-

ment* This, in turn, raised the operating costs*

One reason for greater per store investment was the introduction of coin

drycleaning* The cost of the drycleaning machinery ran about $2,500 per

12
wheel* Most new stores began to use at least a pair of these wheels; in

12 A wheel is a cylinder in which the garments are cleaned. A coin
drycleaning unit may have one or more wheels in a system*
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some cases the installations were in banks of eight machines. This equip-

ment called for specialized installations which again raised the housing

costs* A salesmanager of one of the major equipment manufacturers put it

this Mayi

While we do not have actual cost figures* we draw upon
our industry knowledge when we say the current installations

»

which are much more elaborate than earlier ones, involve about

three to five times the investment that earlier coin-operated
laundries required. ^"^

Further differentiation could be seen in the introduction of the medium

size dryer* Early models held up to five loads of wash* Apparently,

empirical studies showed that three loads of wash per dryer was a more

realistic use factor* So the new size dryer was promoted* The price was

lower than the old style dryer, but this usually did not lower the total

investment in dryers since the trend was to use more of the medium size

units* The ratio in later years shifted to two washers for every dryer*

The shortened washer load time from thirty to twenty minutes made the

availability of more dryer capacity a necessity*

The actual cost of each piece of equipment did not rise during the

study period* In the case of the washers, it probably fell* Early models

were eight pound capacity* By 1963 the twelve pound washer had become

standard* The twenty pound or doubIe*loader was being used with greater

frequency* The 1953 eight pound washer cost approximately $240, but by

1963 this was generally reduced to $220 for a twelve pounder, depending upon

the source of distribution* In 1958 the big dryer cost about $500, but the

new size dryer ran about $423*

13 yir, B. White, letter to author, Janitsry 21, 1964*
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Th« change in market concept was the cause of a rise in the price of

opening new coin laundries* More equipment capacity on the premises,

expensive installation or housing costs of this equipment, and the trend of

the addition of airconditioning added significantly to the cost of both

installation and operation.

If the additional Investment and Increased operating costs due to the

change in marketing concept were not accompanied by a proportional increase

in revenues, then the rate of return must have fallen in general* Recalling

the theoretical analysis of monopolistic competition, not all stores are

affected in the same manner regarding cost curves* Their relative positions

depend upon their success in achieving consumer preferences for their product*

The new stores have a higher fixed cost or overhead in plant and equipment*

(derating expenses had risen significantly* They faced in many areas an

increasingly saturated market*

Long-run analysis indicates the correction will be to eliminate excess

profits, with marginal operations ceasing* Maximum economies of scale are

not realized where there is under-utilization of equipment* The trend of

prices appeared to go up because some early stores i«ith eight pound side-

loading washers charged fifteen cents per load* The 1958 store usually

charged twenty cents, but the Introduction of the twelve pound washer

brought with it the quarter wash* Thorough analysis must determine if

this was truly a rise in price or a fall In price*

The individual pieces of equipment cost slightly less in 1963 than in

1953* Machine capacity offered to the consumer was fifty per cent more*

Per load charge went up twenty-five per cent from twenty cents to a quarter*

The per pound cost of washing had changed from $.0^ to $*02083* The illusion
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of a prlc« increase uvas raally a par pound prlca dacrtase at machina

capacity. Whilt the equipmant itself did not cost more to purchase or to

operate from a utilities point of view* the housing costs by this time had

actually raised the total cost of operation significantly*

Introduction of a variety of machinery units* particularly different

types of washers within the same establishment, with a variety of pricest

did represent a price adjustment in the market. A study of the Detroit

market revealed a market mix of equipment with the per pound cost of washing

to the consumer declining with the corresponding increases in machine size*

Eight, twelve, twenty, twenty->five, and fifty pound washers were observed

14
in use in the trade area.

If an operator could successfully combine in his new type store enough

of the expensive new housing costs, with Just the sufficient investment in

equipment to attract consumers, he could keep his cost curve in better re-

lation to the revenue curve. Better utilization of capacity could be

attained. But, if the operator could not achieve this, the correction of

monopolistic competition might find his operation beginning to show a loss.

The theoretical analysis recognizes there might be some entry restric-

tions built in to monopolistic competition by the assumption of product

differentiation. This is particularly true of coin laundries. Such

attempts to differentiate products tend to hold the excess economic profits

intact.

The coin laundry Industry has faced legislative battles resulting from

vested interests attempting to block the development of this aspect of the

^^ D. E. Paquette, "Variety is the Trend", COIN LAUNDERER & CLEANER,
November 1963, p. 11.
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fabric maintenance industry* New York and California are states where

this is particularly noticeable. Coin drycleaning has been effectively

hampered in both states. California requires that coin drycleaning stores

have on the premises a licensed drycleaner at all times, even if it is a

self-service operation* Orycleaners can only be licensed by the state

board of drycleaners which is composed of commercial cleaners*

MODEL ANALYSIS

The financial effect of the change in the market concept of coin

laundries is best seen in a presentation of equipment investment models and

pro forma operating statements for the respective models* A basic equipment

list will be devised as representative of each of the three years 1958, 1961,

and 1963, with variations discussed in connection therewith* Each model has

as its base twenty single load washers which are operating at seven loads

per machine per day per thirty-day month*

No effort will be made to deal with real estate investment or building

costs except as they are reflected in the rental estimate and in a dis-

cussion of housing cost trends* Financial charges are not included in the

list of operating expenses, but their impact will be examined as the in-

vestments change* Freight charges are not included in equipment prices

since they would be dependent on the location of an individual store with

respect to the site of manufacture* An estimate of freight will be in-

dicated in each model, and normally this cost would be amortized over the

life of the equipment*
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Equipment Selection

When a coin laundry store is being designed, certain factors serve as

a guide in the selection of equipment* The total cost of the store is

primarily limited to the amount of capital available to the owner, his own

in addition to that which he can expect to borrow. After the amount is

determined, the investor must then allocate this amount between the equipment

itself and the installation costs* The installation costs would include the

connecting of the equipment t as well as all costs of readying the store in-

terior and exterior for use*

A basic plan might first determine the total washer load capacity

suitable for the market area as indicated by some preliminary estimation of

the potential customers and the existing or anticipated competition* Next,

the decision is made as to the use of single load, double load, or larger

capacity washers* Following this, the number of dryers is based upon the

ratio of washer to dryer capacity* The drycleaning units would also be

selected on the basis of some market survey as with the laundry equipment*

After the basic major pieces have been chosen, the water heating

system is keyed to the amount of hot water necessary to keep the washers

supplied* The plumbing, heating, and electrical installation is then

estimated on the basis of the equipment layout in the store, that is, the

interior design* The auxiliary equipment, including money changing device,

food and beverage vending units, and furniture, would be selected next* The

interior decorating expenses would complete the allocation of the investment

budget *
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Once such a budget is defined, it may be that shifts in one type of

equipment in favor of another might give the owner a balance which he feels

Aould be a better competitive combination* The choice between two brands

of washers or between two different capacity washers could release funds

within the budget to permit the inclusion of extra facilities as they

might be desired*

Two factors determine the specific choice of equipment pieces i the

cost of the piece and its revenue drawing power when in use* The latter

estimation is subjective, but some prediction as to the popularity of the

machinery with the customers should be made for the equipment chosen*

Sources of Data for the Models

The source of data for the models of this paper is the same as that

available to any investor contemplating opening a coin laundry* Industry

information is communicated through several channels* The trade journals

offer information as to equipment currently offered on the market by

machinery manufacturers* Ind^endent distributors, as well as franchised

distributors, sell the equipment* Some manufacturers work through their

own salaried factory representatives* All manufacturers print and dis-

tribute brochures on their equipment as to its specifications and general

performance* Price lists are available through these same channels*

Equipment pieces from different manufacturers designed for the same

purpose, such as single load washers, tend to be competitive in price within

a certain range* For example, a single load washer tends to sell within the

range of $200 to $260* The actual amount which changes hands between the
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buytr and seller may depend on the quantity of washers purchased or the size

of the whole equipment order placed with the distributor* Vdhere one manu-

facturer prices his equipment at a premium over like brands* he may feel

the pressure to meet the competitive price*

The author has priced the equipment pieces in the model on the basis of

price lists from different manufacturers t on the inspection of invoices on

equipment in stores in the Midwest area of the United States during the last

seven years* This information has also been gathered from conferences with

salesmen selling Norge» General Electric, Whirlpool, Westinghouse, Marquette,

Speed Queen, Frigidaire, Aascomat, Philco-Bendix, Glover, Hammond, and other

washers* Part of the last model in the series is based upon an investment

brochure prepared by Whirlpool Corporation.

Correspondence with sales managers of Whirlpool Corporation and the

Norge Division of Qorg-Warner was also used in the preparation of the paper*

The trade associations are a source of current information and trends,

as are the annual conventions at the regional and national level* Following

the proceedings reports of these events are distributed to the m^nbers by

mail*

It is recognized that prices on equipment may vary from region to region

and perhaps from customer to customer within the same trade area, depending

upon how hard a bargain is driven between the buyer and seller* The leveling

effect of national distribution by the manufacturers and the highly competi-

tive activities among these sellers causes the prices of like pieces to

cluster utithin a certain range*
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A knoMlftdge of price lists and of offers of equipment at certain prices

combined with inspection of invoices i then, forms the basis for the model

computations* The relationship bettween the models is the important factor

in the analysis. The same single load washer base is maintained with the

additions being made of the extra capacity in keeping with the store fashion

trends of the model years* The assumptions, set out in a subsequent section,

regarding utilization of capacity are maintained in the three models to

assist in the comparisons*

It has come to the writer's attention that the only accurate measure

of the cost of equipment is not the invoice sent, but rather the check that

is sent the other way* It has happened that distributors send an invoice

containing inflated prices against which the buyer borrows money* Then,

only the understood amount is remitted to the seller* In effect, this

permits the buyer to borrow a higher percentage of the total value of the

equipment than he might have otherwise*

The plumbing and electrical installations in the 1953 and 1961 stores

were taken from two stores actually installed in those years with approxi-

mately the same amount of equipment* This, then, is an actual amount having

been expensed, but still is but one example of such installation costs* The

1963 model uses those amounts suggested in the whirlpool brochure*

The Model Assumptions

The washers are metered for twenty cents for a single load in the 1953

model and for a quarter in the 1961 and 1%3 models* The double load

washer is metered for thirty-five cents, and the twenty-five pound washer

is metered for fifty cents a load* A use factor of seven loads per washer
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per day is assumed* Th« dryers are metered for ten cents per ten minute

cycle* Mith total dryer loads assumed to equal total washer loads. Dry-

cleaners are metered for two dollars for an eight pound load which runs

between twenty and fifty minutes on the variable cycle machines.

In the 1961 model the drycleaners run three loads per machine per day.

But in the 1963 model the loads per day were raised to five with net results

for three and nine loads per day per machine also calculated. The basis for

these assumptions regarding the drycleaning use factor is a study made in

15
1963. Because of the large proportion of total investment required for

drycleaning equipment t the net results upon which the rate of return is to

be calculated are greatly influenced by the use factor. The study cited

an average of sixty-eight per cent of the respondents had five loads or

less per machine per day* Forty-six per cent showed three loads per day

per machine. Only nine per cent had ten loads per machine per day*

Since many of the early drycleaners had a fifty minute cycle* ten

loads per day per machine for a store open for fifteen hours would mean

almost continuous operation* Customers do not enter the store and use

the equipment in an orderly, consecutive fashion* They frequently tend

to bunch up, so that they may have to wait for machines* The drycleaners

have to be serviced at intervals, so they would not run without some short

periods of inactivity. Ceaseless operation tends to overheat them* With

later models having reduced cycle time, the greater use factor is more

feasible from a mechanical point of view* Drycleaning experiences great

seasonality which averages the annual load factor rather low*

This study indicates that eighty-seven per cent of the respondents had

less than ten loads per washer per day* The early washers had thirty minute

15 "Profile of the Coin-Op Industry 1964", COIN-OP, December 1963, p. 40.
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cycles. Th« 1961 model uses a twenty minute cycle machine* With store

hours running from 7 8*ffi* to 10 p*m. for a thirty-day month, the seven

load level for the washer is from a strong store* The total investments

are amortized over a five year period*

The 1958 model had initial expenses of freight of $360, utility

connections S375, and supplies and miscellaneous expenses of $168* Freight

on the 1961 model was $523, and miscellaneous initial expenses of $1,000*

These figures were taken from stores opened in April 1953 and December 1961,

respectively, in a town in Kansas*

The 1963 model is adapted from an analysis from Whirlpool Corporation*

Freight is estimated at four per cent of the investment* Initial pro-

motional expenses of $1,000 and supplies of $1,465 are suggested*

Since the use factor for drycleaning is very important, results for

alternative assumptions of three and nine loads were computed* A model

assuming three loads per drycleaner per day gives a monthly net income of

$140 or a two per cent per year return on original investment* With nine

loads of drycleaning per machine per day the monthly net income is esti-

mated at $2,432 or forty-six per cent return per year*

General Observations

The most significant observation to be made is the jump in store

investment for installations typical of the years cited* This it in

keeping with the letter mentioned earlier from the sales manager that

stores were from three to five times more expensive to install than in

earlier years* The models presented indicate the effect on the rate of



Tabic 1. Mod«l for 1958 coin laundry store*

Invastment Model for 1958 Coin Laundry Store

20 Single load washers $ 4,800
4 Dryers 2,260
1 Water heater 1,095
1 Coin changer 140
2 Soap and bleach dispensers 150
1 Beverage vender 330
1 Laundry sink 50

Furniture 50
Plumbing installation 1,000
Electrical installation 440
Carpentry 150

Total initial investment $10,465

Pro Forma Monthly (derating Statement for 1958 Store

Revenue !

Wash $ 840
Dry 420
Soap and beverage 85

Expenses i

Rent
Insurance and taxes
Depreciation
Soap and beverage purchases
Janitorial services
R^airs
Utilities
Miscellaneous

$ 1,345

Net monthly operating income

Monthly income annualized! $6.960 -
55,55^ return

$10,465

^ The Appendix contains additional information about the models*

$ 100
40
174
51

100
50
200
50

$ 765

$ 580
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Table 2. Model for 1961 coin laundry and drycleaning store.

Investment Model for 1961 Coin Laundry and Drycleaning Store

20 Single load washers
1 25 pound Masher
8 Dryers
4 Dryc leaner

s

1 Water heater
1 Coin changer* vault type
2 Utility units
1 Multiple soap dispenser
2 Hair dryers
1 Beverage vender

Furniture
Sign, exterior
Air conditioning* 3 tons, and heating
Plumbing installation
Electrical installation

Total initial investment

$ 4,400
1,500
4,400
10,000
1,000
358

1,200
112
360
430
200
500

3,500
2,500
2.000

$32,460

Pro Forma Monthly Operating Statement for 1961 Store

Revenuei

Dryc leaners
Wash
Dry
Miscellaneous vending

Expenses i

Drycleaning supplies, 30^ per load

Rent, $3 sq. ft., 1,500 sq. ft.

Insurance and taxes
Depreciation
Vending purchases
Janitorial, 5 hours dally, $1.50 hr.

Repair and maintenance
Utilities
Miscellaneous

Monthly Income annuallzedi

Net monthly operating income

$ 720
1,155
462
160

$ 2,497

$ 103

375
50

541

100

225
100
300
50

S 1,849

$ 648



Table 3. Model for 1963 coin laundry and drycloanlng store«

Investment Model for 1963 Coin Laundry and Drycleaning Store

a Dryc leaner

s

$20,000
6 Double load washers 2,970
ao Single load washers 4,400
12 Dryers 6,240
1 25 pound washer 1,360
1 Extractor 570
1 Solvent extractor 540

1 Solvent pump 65
I Drycleaning scale 10
1 Soap and bleach dispenser 480
1 Laundry sink 289
1 Coin changer, vault type 390
1 Water heater 2,760
1 Utility unit 1,600

Furniture 900
Air conditioning, 10 tons, and heating 4,000
Signs 2,325

6 Laundry carts 150
Spotting equipment 100

Installation, plumbing, electrical, and carpentry at

25^ of equipment 12.288

Total initial investment $61,437

Pro Forma Monthly Operating Statement for 1963 Store
Revenue:

Drycl eaners $ 2,400
Washer, single load 1,050

double load 441
25 pound 105

Dryers 567

Miscellaneous vending 250
$ 4,813

Expenses!
w

Drycl eaning supplies, 30(^ per load $ 360
Rent, 2,500 sq. ft., $3 625
Insurance and taxes 190
Depreciation 1,024
Vendi ng purchases 175
Janitor and attendants, 15 hrs. day, $1,25 hr. 562
Repairs 288
Utilities 629
Miscellaneous 50

Monthly income annualized* $10,920
Original investment* $61,437

Net operating income

= 17.7^ return

$ 3,903

910
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return on original investment. There are other expenses, such as interest

on financing, which only compound the situation.

The second factor not readily observable, but easily deduced, is the

greater initial cash requirement for the later model store* The 1958 store

could easily be opened with $4,50C to cover the installation costs, down

payment on equipment, and initial supplies. But the Whirlpool model suggests

$22,784 for the initial cash requirement in the medium size store.

The financial and business risks are far greater in the later model.

If the 1963 model store opened in a nearly saturated market, it was faced

with the problem of capturing a share of the market big enough to give it

high equipment utilization for breakeven operation. Whirlpool material

suggests breakeven at five loads of all major pieces of equipment.

As the Investments increased along with the operating expenses, the

cash flow considerations became very important. In 1958 financing was

available primarily through the distributor co-signing a three-year note

with the owner for eighty per cent of the equipment cost. As the major

equipment manufacturers who had existing finance subsidiaries became more

active, financing also was available through this channel. Vi>ith the intro-

duction of the expensive drycleanlng machinery, the problem was that the

amortization of the equipment was over five years, but the money had to be

paid back in three years.

To alleviate this problem the trend was to finance ninety per cent of

the cost over a five year period. This lowered the down payment but in-

creased the monthly repayments. Many stores found themselves in a cash

bind because the Interest on these notes was computed on the basis of the
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full atnount of th« initial principal borrowtd, similar to an auto loan

at a commercial bank. This raised the effective rate of interest*

At first glance it seemed that the eighty and then ninety per cent

financing was helping the problem, but it actually made it more acute. A

store might be making a profit, depending on how the equipment was de-

preciated, but find itself almost insolvent duo to high equipment payments.

Some manufacturers' finance subsidiaries went so far as to forego payments

during the summer months nrhen drycleaning revenue drops significantly. This

merely postponed the problem. It did not solve it.

As the stores became more elaborate, the addition of some type of

air conditioning was necessary to meet the competition of other stores which

began to use it. In climates where summer temperatures and high humidity

required the stores to be cooled, the owner found adequate cooling meant

refrigeration units. The 1961 and 1963 tnodels show this addition to in-

vestment in amounts of eight and ten tons which were considered adequate

to combat the heat and moisture thrown off from the equipment Itself as well

as the climate outside the store. The utility bills Increase noticeably

when ten tons of cooling are being utilized.

Increasing housing costs show up primarily in the rental charge, in

the portion of the utility bills for heating and lighting, and In the In-

creased cost of store maintenance. The larger premises take longer to

clean and cost more to decorate. The trend back to the attended operations

with the introduction of coin drycleaning also raised the cost of operation

significantly.
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Alternatives to the Models

The models demonstrate what happened to the size of the investment in

coin laundry stores and the corresponding impact on the rate of return to

the owner* To be a coin laundry and drycleanlng storet the establishment

basically must have a combination of washers* dryers, drycleaners, and a

Mater heating system. Certain patterns of equipment selection and mode of

operation appear as trends* Differences in stores are typical of monopolistic

competition* They appear for two reasons*

First, the owner hopes to differentiate his product sufficiently to

attract a high volume of customers. At the same time, he intends that

his investment shall be the minimum necessary to achieve this goal* Secondly,

the owner must decide which costs of operation will be necessary to get the

revenue desired* These considerations lend themselves to many possible com-

binations*

The metered operation of these pieces of equipment determines what

shall be the maximum revenue obtainable during hours of operation* Only

the shortening of the time cycle and the price increase noted in the wash

from twenty cents to a quarter were successful remedies to the limitations

of metering equipment* As discussed in an earlier section, the increase

from twenty cents to a quarter represented a reduction in per pound cost

to the customer* At the same time, this nickel increased the revenue per

cycle to the owner on a machine which cost the same to purchase and to

operate* Additional benefits in this direction are not in view*

A further refinement of the marketing concept of the laundry stores was

the addition of several professional services at the stores* Pick-up points
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for commercial cleaning had earlier been a feature of the service stores.

This trend reappeared in the later coin-ops* Finishing services on the

premises necessitated the addition of pressing equipment to the basic

equipment list of the models. Some estimates of this additional investment

run as high as three per cent of the total equipment* This equipment was

either attended or unattended as a coin-operated device*

ECO^!OMIC ANALYSIS

An appraisal of the effect of the change in market concept should

begin with an examination of how the model stores Mere affected by this

evolution in fabric care* Careful note of the problems Mihich appeared for

the owners during the study period will be made* Attempts to solve these

problems will be indicated* The relationship between the problem as stated

in the hypothesis of this report and the evidence that activity in the

marketplace brings about solutions will be made clear*

Early Concept Stores

The older concept store of the period 1958 to 1960 is essentially the

pre-drycleaning store* In the beginning of this period these stores realized

very attractive rates of return on investment and positive cash flows* Oper-

ation was very simple* But as additional stores opened rapidly, early stores

faced competition from operations similar to their own* This would have

meant greatly reduced share of the market for each, except for one fact*

In the 1950's the coin laundry with its new concept was developing a new

market* Fortunately the market was cultivated as the number of stores
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Increased, so that in the esr?y stage the effect of increased competition

Mas someM>hat mitigated*

The life cycle of the washex in these early high volume stores was

a matter of great concern. Often the first store in a trade area had very

high volume, which nneant very hard wear* Overloading of washers created

maintenance problems* As these washers aged, they required more frequent

and higher cost repairs of major components* This problem raised the

operating cost for the older store Just when its share of the market began

to show signs of erosion* The dryers were long-running and low-maintenance

pieces of equipment, so they did not constitute a problem.

With the introduction of coin drycleaning, the older concept store

faced a far more serious problem. When the earlier service laundry met

the coin-op, the only effective solution was to convert to the new type

of laundry operation* But a similar solution was not always available to

the early coin-op when faced with the elaborate coin laundry and dry-

cleaning store which began to open in numbers in 1961.

The earlier adaptation involved metering and rearranging the equipment

with some addition of machinery. Coin drycleaning takes a very specialized

and expensive installation* Most coin stores that were already three years

old did not have the space to add this new type of operation* But in some

cases single or double unit drycleaners were installed to meet the developing

competition*

A general face-lifting by redecorating was one solution* Unattended

coin laundries have only their physical envirorenent to attract and hold

their customers, since the human el^nent is absent* Where the competition

offers more elegant and pleasing physical environment, the customers may be
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easily won away* Some of the newer stores, even though coin-operated,

featured attendants. This served two purposes. It attempted to replace

the former impersonal atmosphere. It also reassured the customer when

using the unfamiliar coin drycleaning equipment.

The most obvious effect of the encounter between the older coin^op

and the new concept fabric care center was a reduction in share of the

market for the older store. Even though the operating costs, excepting

machine repairs, were notably lower in the early store, the reduction in

volifine effectively reduced the value of the store investment.

There are some notable exceptions to this generalization which must

be made. The evolution of the change in market concept which has been set

forth in this paper is characteristic of the industry as a whole* To the

extent that the local loarket has not yet experienced the full impact, the

early stores remain unaffected* At first the merchandising approach to

the installation of coin drycleaning was similar to the coin laundry store*

But the fallacy of this i$ that while every consumer has a substantial

quantity of launderable it«n&, not everyone has drycleanable clothes in

sufficient amount to be a potential coin drycleaning customer* So it was

found, somewhat belatedly, that coin drycleaning often was not successful

in very low income neighborhoods* Yet, the coin laundry of the earlier

type continued to thrive in these areas*

If no attempt to change the nature of the earlier store was made, the

one asset remaining was its economically efficient nature* The low operating

cost and the low initial investment provided some barrier against the en-

croachment on its market by the elaborate new stores* Percentage-wise
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thU smaller type store could still achieve a higher rate of return. The

measurement of the lower absolute anoount had to be weighed against the

larger financial and business risks of the larger type of investment*

Later Conc^t Stores

What of the present situation for the new concept store? It has

typically a substantial investment in equipment and a high overhead

commitment in a lease and leasehold improvements or real estate* By

comparison^ it has high operating costs and the necessity of high pro-

motion and selling costs to achieve the high volume it must have to break

even. It faces competition from four tidies as many competitors as the

1958 store faced. Further it faces in some areas restrictive legislation

concerning hours of operation, attendants on the premises, and in some

states local ordinances limit the size of drycleaning installations* It

is true that where these restrictions are in effect they apply to new as

well as to old conc^t stores* However, the 1958 store faced little or no

regulation*

The burden of the cash flow problem in the large new concept stores

brings the matter into sharp focus. The addition of the coin drycleaning

equipment placed a financial burden upon the investment because of the very

high equipment payments.

Problems concerning the best type of locations for coin drycleaning

Installations came to light* The lack of success of such stores in low-

income neighborhoods h^is mentioned above. Another choice was whether or

not coin drycleaning should be located alone, in small coin laundries, or
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in large combination stores* A few rules of thumb have emerged, allowing

for exceptions* It appears that doln drycleaning does best in conjunction

with a very strong coin laundry* Strong in this case is not necessarily

synonymous ^ith large* It does refer to a high volume of patrons using

the facilities in relation to the available equipment* Inhere the wash

base is very strong, the chances of success for coin drycleaning with

proper promotion are much more favorable*

The number of drycleaning wheels to install is also critical* First

installations were often in banks of eight machines which ran from a central

system* Multiple banks were frequently installed. As this proved to be

excess capacity, other manufacturers produced independent units which per*

mitted flexibility in equipment selection* Perhaps in defense against

these big stores, yet mindful of the high cost of drycleaning equipment,

some stores set in one or two wheels of cleaning. The problem lay in

determining an optimum number of wheels to use. The answer was determined

by the amount of trade generated by the location and the operating manage-

ment*

The trend toward an average of four wheels seems to be a compromise.

If the same amount of drycleaning revenue is obtained with four drycleaners

as with eight or sixteen, it is obvious that this is one area where the

investment can be redesigned to give a better return*

The matter of attendants has vehement supporters on both sides, where

they are required by law, there is no discussion involved* It is the posi-

tion of the directors of the National Automatic Laundry and Cleaning Council

that they should not be mandatory by law, but used at the discretion of the
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management. The early concept of unattended stores was that this sa^/ing in

labor cost permitted the oviiner to offer the use of the laundry facilities

at lower prices. Bringing the labor cost back raises the cost schedule.

If the revenue generated by the presence of the attendant is not in excess

of the Mage paid, then the management has put itself at a disadvantage*

There are three labor functions to be performed in a coin laundry

store, unattended or attended. The unattended store requires the customer

to assume the handling of the laundry process himself. In the attended

store the attendant assists the patron or actually does the laundry or

cleaning for the customer. This type of ennployee is often called a hostess

or counselor.

A second labor function is required to keep the machinery in operating

condition at all times. This takes technical skill* The cleaning of the

premises and machinery is really a third and separate function and largely

is rigorous janitorial work*

One manufacturer encourages strongly the use of the hostess or

counselor system. But the person is envisioned as a very attractive*

public relations, female advisor on fabric care. Such a function is in-

compatible with that of floor scrubbing and trash dumping of the janitor*

Perhaps neither could service the drycleaning machines as is required

periodically, nor repair the washers*

This discussion is intended to illustrate that labor costs returned

in a substantial way with the later model coin laundry and drycleaning

store* Again, the manager must determine from his specific situation which
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required by local ordindnce* this Is then in the nature of a fixed cost*

Viewing the 1963 model, it is clear that with a high volume per machine

a substantial return on investment can be maintained. But a drop In dry-

cleaning volume can place the burden for a return on the drycleaning invest-

ment really on the laundry operation* The trend to the additional services,

such as pressing, is an attempt to strengthen the drycleaning operation and

make it profitable for the owner*

The comment might be offered that the now stores would be better off

without drycleaning since a store similar to the 1958 model can still be

installed for about the same amount of investment as then* This is a

possibility of where the market has created a nev< concept vvhich the consumer

now expects although he might not use. For new funds to be invested in old

market concepts would be a questionable approach.

Installation Activity

Is the dramatic increase in the number of stores opening continuing

at the same pace? To quote again from the sales manager mentioned earlieri

••• Installation activity In 1963 was much lower than in

the period from 1958 through 1961* Most of the equipment went
into actual additional new stores. Less than half of the total
sales went into r^lacement market in existing stores* ^^

The year 1963 seemed to have been a year of adjustment in the coin

laundry and drycleaning industry* There are other ways of observing this

in addition to these comments from the sales manager of one of the major

equipment manufacturers* A study of the method in which the promotion of

store installations is carried out is helpful*

16 W. B* White, letter to author, January 21, 1964*
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In the middle of the 1950*s salesmen combed the states merchandising

the concept of coin-ops. One distributor after another covered even the

smallest of towns. This was how the some 33»000 stores were installed and

opened* Another approach «ms the use of advertisements in publications and

newspapers where investors might take notice*

This latter approach is indicative of installation promotion activity*

The number of ads in the Wall Street Journal appeared to be falling off in

19&3* Further, the ads sometimes carried an opening comment as to whether

or not it was too late to get into the coin laundry and drycleaning field*

This defensive tone in the ad copy suggests an effort to refute the im-

pression that good investment opportunities had vanished in this field*

A more striking analysis may be made from an inspection of the leading

trade Journal equipment ads in 1963. Store concept ads were replaced by

specific equipment ads* Advertising of the store concepts were always

exclusively used by the washer manufacturers* Since the advertising emphasis

had made this change, the inference might be made that the sellers were no

longer putting in stores at the earlier rate* Apparently they were now con-

centrating on part of the whole market.

Essentially the washer manufacturers ^ere the moving force behind the

installations from the very first. Other equipment was in effect auxiliary

to the washers* The major washer manufacturers almost discontinued their

store concept merchandising through this channel in the last half of 1963*

The army of salesmen covering the territory has largely disappeared*

Several of the washer manufacturers have revamped their sales approach

entirely* Independent distributors who still drop ship equipment to
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cuttomftxs are now busy sailing coin-operated car washes* The adjustment

period affected roore people and organizations than just the store owner*

Surprisingly enough, there are indications of renewed efforts in 1964

to put in additional stores at a greater pace than in 1963* The forces in

the market which brought matters to a slower pace in 1963 apparently now

have turned more encouraging and are convincing new investors of additional

opportunities* Of coursei store installations did not cease in 1963, they

Just paused somewhat* As new trade areas develop, such as new shopping

centers or new housing projects, a coin laundry and drycleaning store is

almost always found in them*

Economic Significance

What was the economic significance of events transpiring during the

study period, 1953 to 1963? For the consumer, an evolution took place in

the type of service offered for fabric care* There was an increase in

quality of service for a reduction in price* Coin drycleaning offered

substantial savings in cleaning costs*

For investors during the period an adjustment of a financial nature

took place* Increasing competition and more costly investments put

pressure on the rate of return* Changing store concepts left some operators

with outdated installations and a weakened competitive position* But this

did not affect all owners in the same way* The earlier analysis on monopolism

tic competition gives insight into the situation where some stores prosper

and some wither* Economic analysis suggests that capital must have an

adequate return or it will leave the field* This departure tends to relieve

the pressure for a time.
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CONCLUSION

Certain aspects of the changes in the self-service laundry industry

have been established* These include the changes in the equipment used

in the stores* the changes in the form of the services offered to the

patron* financial considerations* and the competitive situation* Together

they offer an explanation of the problem which developed in the industry

during the period 19^-1963.

Findings of the Paper

Changing concepts in store types have made the initial investment for

coin laundries and coin drycleaning stores much higher* The cost of oper-

ating these stores has increased* Yet the revenue obtainable from a

metered machine has not increased appreciably* As a result the rate of

return for later concept stores has dropped as compared with the repre-

sentative 1958 store* The use factor or capacity utilization is very

important* particularly for the expensive coin drycleaning equipment* The

model for 1963 shows in its alternate computations that the rate of return

fluctuates greatly with a small change in the use factor for coin drycleaning^

Siffuoary of Adjustments

y^ith the introduction of coin laundries* some service laundries con-

verted to this new type of store* Existing equipment was frequently

adapted by adding externally mounted meters* Other service laundries

maintained their original style of operation and held onto the drop-off

trade that still existed* When some of the older stores switched to coin-

ops* it left the fewer* remaining stores to con^pete for the service market*
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li^h*n the pioneer coin-op was faced with competition from the rapid

increase in number of coin laundries that were of a far more elaborate

nature, its previously comfortable share of the local market was usually

adversely affected* Since the newer coin laundries represented a signifi-

cantly greater investment, one defense possessed by the older coin etore

was its financial flexibility. Since the earlier rate of return had been

so high, it could now afford to experience a drop in its return and still

remain in operation in the same market as the larger stores* The rate of

return on its investment might not be as high as during its early days of

operation, but still the return might compare favorably with those of

others*

The fabric maintenance stores with their very large initial investments

and high operating costs generally found that two problems confronted then*

They had to break in on established markets, and they had to educate the

public to use the coin drycleaning equipment in sufficient volume to gener-

ate a high use factor* To the extent they were successful in these two

respects, the rate of return on investment could compare favorably with the

early period coin laundry*

However, the survey referred to earlier suggests that generally the

high volume necessary on the coin drycleaning equipment was not being

attained* The whirlpool data suggested a breakeven point of Just over

five loads per day on all pieces of equipment* The survey cited found

only thirty per cent of the respondents had this much volume in coin dry-

cleaning* Apparently too many operators have insufficient volume in coin

drycleaning for profitable operation with this expensive equipment*
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Th« slack in new installations opened in 1963 could probably be

attributed to a growing lack of investment interest in an industry situ-

ation where the earlier easy profits had disappeared* During this time

of adjustment, relief from additional competition did permit existing

stores to adapt to the current situation* Correspondence with sales

managers of two of the largest washer manufacturers support this inter-

pretation of the situation in 1963*

Role of Financial Management

The critical role of financial management must be reviewed* Time

is always the demanding taskmaster for the financial manager* He evaluates

the effectiveness of the manag^nent of the firm's assets as represented in

figures* A proper interpretation of what is happening to the firm as time

passes is essential to good stewardship of the assets eaployed* This infor-

mation is essential in performing the liquidity and profitability function

in the management of the firm*

In an industry that experienced the rapid metamorphosis as did the coin

laundry and drycleaning business during the period 1958 to 1963» financial

management was forced to play a key role for several reasons* First, the

initial financing of store installations had to be accomplished* This had to

be done with an eye to the sometimes delicate balance between equipment pay-

ments and funds generated by profits and depreciation* Few stores closed

because of equipment failure* Operation aspects were not faulty as the con-

cept of coin laundries vitas sound* But the financial situation developed in

a rather unsophisticated manner*
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Kteping (^ace with tht trend In store fashion demanded greater and

greater financial coounitments* These greater connmitments Mere being made

in the face of an increasingly less favorable competitive situation than

faced in the early years of the study* The financial risks had therefore

increased. Because of this, careful control of operating costs became

critical as margins narrowed*

Strategic financial management is called for at the present time* Tht

purpose of this report is to point out the financial effect of a change in a

specific industry* The financial manager must carefully examine the past,

forthrightly appraise the present position of his firm with respect to an

industry that changedt and point out the most favorable road to take in the

future* While this may seem to be an academic description of the function

of financial management* it is nevertheless a pressing need for the coin

laundry Industry at this time*

Perspective

The pattern of the development of the coin laundry industry bears out

the theory of morK}pollstic competition} the pressing out of excess profits

as an industry matures is predicted*

Each firm must ascertain its position along the continuum of market

development* A careful evaluation of the trend of the gross receipts is a

guide to the firm's position in its local market* If the possibility exists

that Increased competitive effort will bring more profitable results > then

a change in the firm's relative position in the market could be effected*

A careful examination of the whole competitive situation in the trade

area should bring to light further information bearing on the future prospects
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of the individual firm* Attention must be given to the market life cycle

of the individual coin store location. Any exogenous factors which might

cause the customers to lose interest in the location must be carefully

evaluated* This is a more critical measure than the life cycle of the

physical assets themselves* Customers Mho have gone elsewhere are not

always easy to retrieve*

Certain developments in the external environment of a business are

beyond the control of management* If^hen these factors adversely affect

future prospects* then management must be prepared to defend its position

from further deterioration* The transformation of the capital employed

in a business enterprise is sometimes effected at a cost* Selling out

entirely or readjusting the store concept might be less expensive than a

later loss when the customers have nearly disappeared* This cost of any

indicated change must be weighed against the true cost of continuation of

the present course*

The events described in this report show a trend within the coin

laundry industry* The exact position enjoyed by each firm involves an

individual assessment* Management should ask itself what it has lost as

these changes have taken place* The incidence of the financial effect of

a change in the market conc^t in the coin laundry industry is yet to be

fully investigated*
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APPErOIX A

Cumulative Number of Laundry Stores Established
by All Manufacturers and Distributors

Year Number

1946 538

1947 1,366

1948 2,171

1949 2,631

1950 3,014

1951 3,408

1952 3,933

1953 4,623

1954 5,313

1955 6,417

1956 8,519

1957 11,279

1958 14,346

1959 18,210

1960 23,692

Sources Department of Commerce
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APPENDIX B

The 1958 Model

The Investment * The eight pound washer used is a Speed Queen. The

Bendix and Westinghouse washers were used extensively during this early

period, also. The washer in the model cost $240 each. A Huebsch 37 x 30"

gas dryer with an externally mounted meter is used. The water heater is a

600,000 6.T.U., vertical flue Weben boiler. There are many boiler manu-

facturers, but Weben was active early in the coin laundry market. Ace,

Day and Night, and Ewing are but a few that supply the trade.

The coin-changer is a Standard Change-Maker. The early models accepted

either half dollars or quarters. Later models had three basic changers in-

corporated into one vault type frame. There are other manufacturers, par-

ticularly in the dollar bill changer category, but Standard is probably the

industry leader.

In the early period the soap dispensers often were of the LS.M design at

$75 each. These dispensers were sold through the L&M distributor or directly

from the Texas headquarters. L&tM was a firm which started in Texas and grew

tremendously with the early coin-op period. When the brand name detergent

makers discovered this market, they broke into it by lending free dispensers

to those buying their products. The private brands and companies like L&M

disappeared. There are nnany sources of venders, some good and some very

poor.

Beverage venders are included in the model. The model used is a Vando

Coca-Cola unit. The trend has been a remarkable increase in the price of
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these units during the study period* Often the vender is owned and serviced

by the bottling company* In this case the store operator receives only a

commission and the gross receipts from the machine and cost of the merchandise

sold through it would not be in the model*

In the early period laundry sink facilities mere often overlooked* The

idea of a streamlined unit was later picked up and sold at rather high prices*

The 1958 model uses an old type laundry sink which plumbers would have avail*

able*

The plumbing and electrical figures used in the model are those of a

store opened in Kansas in April 1953, with the same amount of equipment as

the model* These early stores generally did rK>t use the utility units

of the later models, so that the plumbing and electrical work was custom

designed based upon the arrangement of the equipment* The later utility

units were portable metal frames to be used behind the washers* They con-

tained the plumbing and electrical connections* Weben of Texas was an early

manufacturer with many other firms following them into this market* The

validity of these figures is based upon actuality, but it is recognized that

local union wages may vary, as well as building codes, which would cause the

installation figures to vary somewhat*

Early stores generally did not do very much about air conditioning*

When the obvious need was acc^ted, the early solution was evaporative

cooling units* But as the store investments grew, quality refrigeration

installations began to be included*
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Th» Revenue . Washer revenue is determined on the basis of equivalent

loads times the amount charged. For example, twenty mashers, running seven

loads per day per thirty*day month equals 4,200 loads* Kith the machine

metered for twenty cents, this gives $840 for the wash revenue* ivith the

dryer loads assumed to equal washer loads, the revenue equals 4,200 loads

at ten cents a load, or half the washer revenue in this model*

The soap vends for ten cents a box* The Bendix stores sometimes used

five-cent packets because a side loader takes much less soap* The two and

one-quarter cases of soap sold in the model was taken from a month's operation

at the assumed level of revenue from this same store* The amount of soap sold

depends on two things basically* Is the store within close proximity to a

supermarket, and are there many bachelor or non-homemaking customers in the

clientele? Soap purchased through a vender is very expensive compared to the

large boxes sold in the supermarkets* The mark-up is about two and one-half

cents per box, so that it is not very lucrative for the operator* The bever-

age revenue is based on twenty-five cases sold, at ten cents a bottle* The

hotter the (weather, the more cold beverages are sold*

The Expenses * The rental figure is based on the rent for the store after

which the 1953 model was patterned* It is, also, based on the survey from

COIN-OP magazine which gave this as average for this size and age store*

The insurance allowance of $20 a month, or $240 a year would be sufficient to

carry a fire and extended coverage, a minimum comprehensive liability, and a

money changer policy if it is available* The same amount of property tax on

the equipment should be ample for most assessments*
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The deprftciation charge is based upon the five year amortization of

the total investment*

The soft drink and detergent purchases are r^resentative of the amount

sold* The soft drink cost varies sorae viith the amount of bottles lost through

pilfering in the unattended storo* This reduces the amount of refunds col*

lected on the en^ty cases*

The janitorial service allows for $3 per day approximately for hired

help to clean the store* Hith a single store this charge could be avoided

if the ovkner personally operated the storet but its value should still be

recognized*

Utilities cover water* gas> and electricity to heat the store and

operate the equipment* This allows for approximately four to five cents a

load on the volume assumed*

The repairs and miscellaneous charge is an average based on experience

in this size store during this period* The new equipment is not going to

need immediate repair* but this permits an accumulation when these repairs

begin to appear*
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APPENDIX C

The 1961 Modtl

The Investment * This model incorporates several changes from the 1958

model showing the trend in the change in concept* The same twenty washers,

but the single load washer is now a twelve pound model* by this time the

early leaders, Speed Queen and Bendix, faced General Electric, Frigidalre,

and many other manufacturers who now made a model for the coin-op market*

Competition had put pressure on the price of the washer and S220 per unit

was more typical* With more brands to choose from, the investor could shop

more selectively* The model uses a General Electric*

The twenty-five pound washer began to appear more frequently at this

tine* The model uses a Glover* Troy, Cook, Hammond, and later Hoyt put

out comparable washers in this category* The list price was $1,500 in 1961,

but pressure forced this down as low as $1,300 in some areas later*

The number of dryers used shows the change in ratio of washers to

dryers* The same Huebsch dryer is used* At this time the medium-size

began to appear* It cost about $100 less than the bigger model* Many

other dryer manufacturers became active in the coin-op market* Sahara,

International Dryer, and Cissell are all big names in the dryer market*

Several companies used dryers of these major manufacturers but labeled

them with their private brand* Speed Queen and Marquette, for example,

did this* This allowed them to merchandise a **coroplete line" of major

equipment pieces*
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The raodal uses V.'hirlpool drycleaners at $2»500 per unit* This price

has not been vezy susceptible to competitive pressure because of the tre-

mendous development costs which the drycleaner manufacturers have been

under* The Norge bank of eight drycleaners, operating from a single system

when it was first introduced, sold for $15,000* Later units were introduced

as self-contained and could be purchased in fewer numbers than the earlier

eight* At one time twenty-nine companies were making and selling coin dry-

cleaning equipment* Many have disappeared already within the period under

study* Glover of Kansas City» for one, has been under bankruptcy proceed-

ings*

The water heater Is essentially similar to the 1953 model* The only

noticeable trend has been to larger capacity boilers* This does not

necessarily mean more gallon holding capacity, but rather quicker heating

capacity*

The detergent dispenser is one example of a purchased multiple column

dispenser* A definite trend to the vending of detergent, starch, fabric

softeners, plastic bags, and other related Items was evident*

Hair dryers have been introduced with this model* Early models were

in the $250 category and even higher, but this came down quickly as the

major makers of such equipment as Is used in beauty salons .moved into this

market* The model uses a helene Curtis air conditioned hair dryer at $180

each*

The vault changer Is Included* Early models of the money changers were

very susceptible to burglary, and insurance companies had very unsatisfactory

experience with them* Some stopped covering the changers at all* when
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Standard brought out this vault type changer, this problem was greatly

alleviated. The early unattended store experienced a great deal of van-

dalism in the early period, particularly with the stores which were opened

twenty-four hours a day.

The beverage vender reflects the increased price in this Vendo model.

Vendo of Kansas City is one of the major beverage vender manufacturers. It

might be noted that as the venders became more expensive, the return in

this area was less attractive than earlier*

The increased budget for signs and furniture are but one sign of the

trend to more elaborate stores* Eight tons of refrigeration are used to

cool the store. The model uses two roof mounted units of four tons each.

The tremendous amount of heat and humidity given off by the equipment when

in operation causes high cooling bills in the summer time, but beneficially

low heating bills in the winter months.

Utility units used here are priced at $600 each. These units can be

purchased in many combinations of washer layouts, such as ten units back

to back, ox twenty units in a single row. The plumbing and electrical work

is based upon a store of this capacity.

It should be noted that the drycleaners take a specialized installation

primarily to provide for careful eliminetion of the solvent fumes and proper

ventilation. One estimate given the author by a factory representative was

$200 for each self-contained unit. The solvent, perchlorethylene, is attracted

to gas flames. When it reaches any unit which is gas operated, it causes

hydrochloric acid to form and deteriorates the metal of the equipment. This

makes it mandatory to have well designed installations with respect to
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ventilation and proximity to other pieces of equipment in the store*

AccordinglYf this is another example of why these stores became more ex«*

pensive*

The Revenue * The nasher Is metered for a quarter in this nodel* This

new price was slowly being introduced during this period* By 1963 the

COIN-OP survey shovted half of the respondents charged a quarter for a

single load* The increased cost of the total investment undoubtedly en-

couraged this change* These washers have a twenty-minute cycle over the

earlier thirty-minute cycle* Maytag and Speed Queen still produce a longer

cycle model* The 25 pound washer will hold up to three loads, but since It

is metered for fifty cents* it is converted to two loads for revenue compu-

tation purposes*

Drying revenue is based on the assumptions of the 1953 model* One trend

to be noticed in this period is the quarter for a thirty-minute drying cycle*

Previously the rate v*az for a penny a minute to dry whether the machine was

metered for a nickel or a dime*

Drycleaners in this model operate at three loads per machine per day*

Again this is based on the magazine survey and observations by the author as

to equlpmant utilization information in the industry literature* This is a

very significant point because underutilization of the expensive drycleaning

equipment was a major factor in the drop In the rate of return* The later

Vlfhirlpool brochure indicates breakeven at five loads per piece of major

equipment* Since the experience in the field on the average did not meet

this, apparently this was the source of trouble* It must be remembered that

coin drycleanlng, particularly of the unattended variety, was revolutionary
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In tht field of fabric cart* Its somewhat troubled start and the financial

problems that resulted should be viewed in this context*

The breakdown on the miscellaneous vending is S20 on the hairdryer,

metered a quarter for thirty minutes* Soft drink purchases are $100, and

detergent and related products are $40*

The Expenses . Industry figures and specifically Whirlpool information

lists the operating cost of the drycleaners per load at thirty-five cents,

including supplies and electricity* The seven cents electrical expense is

incorporated into the utilities expense computation* The remaining twenty-

eight cents is increased to thirty cents to allow for unexpected miscellaneous

items* Thus, the model shows thirty cents for each of the 360 loads*

The rent is based upon 1,500 sq* ft* of space at $3 per sq* ft* This

increase is substantially higher than th« 195S model and represents several

things* First, the more expensive store had to find a prime traffic area,

and often showed up in a shopping center* V^here earlier stores might have

been put into small leased spaces, the newer stores Mith their con^licated

installations could not settle for "hole-in-the-wall" arrangements* In some

cases, rents of substantially higher figures were asked*

The insurance and taxes figure has been raised with the increased value

of the investment* Three hundred dollars a year for each is allowed* The

depreciation is based on the five year amortization*

Detergent purchases of $30 and soft drink purchases of thirty-two cases

at $2*15 per case are allowed* There were some instances of thecost of

beverages rising*
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Labor is increasing in this second model* Though still unattendedt

fiv9 hours a day for cleaning the store and servicing the drycleaners

contributes to this increase in expense* The repairs and maintenance

figure includes allowance fox parts and some labor beyond that of the

regular store maintenance*

The utility bill was compared to a similar &tore in actual operation

and the rates in the Whirlpool data*
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APPEtJDIX D

The 1963 Model

The Investment * The last model reflects several changes over the

earlier stores* The basic washer capacity of twenty single load washers

is augmented by the addition of six double load wafihers* The model uses

the y^hirlpool Wash-a-Lot at $495 each, r^vexaj manufacturers offered this

size unitf including Speed Queen* Bendix, Vamco among others. The number

of dryc leaner s has been increased to eight* Twelve dryers are used to keep

pace with the increase in washer capacity* The price on the 25 pound washer

is reduced over the 1961 model reflecting the drop as more of these units

were used in the industry* Kith the addition of more drycleaners, auxiliary

drycleaning service equipment » such as the solvent extractor » has been in-

cluded in this Whirlpool model*

The water heater price shows a great increase over earlier models*

More capacity is needed with the additional washers* Another trend seen

in some installations is a double boiler system using two medium size units

which operate either singly or together* Then, if one of the units is out

of service* there still r^oains enough hot water to carry the store over

until a repair is effected* With the hot water heater out of order, the

laundry section would have to close. Included in the Whirlpool material*

but not in the model, is a water softening system* This would increase

the investment by $1,300. Such a unit would only be necessary in locations

where the local supply of water was very hard, or where the investor felt

the feature of "soft water" would be a competitive advantage.
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Ten tons of cooling are included in the model* The installation costs

in the Whirlpool material avarage about twenty-five per cent of the total

investment in equipment* This is a little above the rate in the earlier

models and closely follows the trend to more expensive housing costs of the

equipment as is mentioned in the earlier chapters of the paper.

The Revenue. The revenue for the single load and twenty-five pound

washers is based upon the same metering as in the 1961 model. The double

load washer, new with this model, is metered for thirty-five cents.

The drycleaner is still metered for two dollars per load, but the

use factor is changed to five loads per day per machine. This is the break-

even point for this type of unit in the Whirlpool model. Since the other

equipment is employed above the breakeven use factor, this accounts for

the positive profit figure. Additional computation has been made for the

three loads and nine loads per day per machine for the drycleaners* These

figures were given in the model chapter. The expense of operation was re-

computed for utilities and drycleaning supplies also. The resulting differ-

ence in the rate of return when this assumption of rate of use is changed

is substantial and offers a key to the problem of the industry during this

later period.

The Expenses . The computation for drycleaning variable expenses is

as with the 1961 model. Pent is still at the three dollar rate, but the

size of the store has been increased to 2,500 sq. ft. to accommodate the

increase in the number of equipment pieces. The insurance and taxes are

assumed directly from the Whirlpool model which is based on prevailing rates

in Benton Harbor, Michigan. The vending purchases are keyed to the gross

sales of these items* The Whirlpool model does not include auxiliary
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equipment for vendimj food or baverages. Either viray the results of the

model are not changed slynif icantly. They axe included in this paper to

suggest that thie aspect of the store operation is often present.

The 1963 store lo attended in operation. The labor bill rises cor-

respondingly. Discussion of the labor function has been made in the text

proper, but it should be noted that this expense covers customer assistance,

janitorial services, and minor machine adjustments or repairs. The repair

expense estimate includes from the Whirlpool model approximately $40 per

machine per year with $30 allowed for parts and $10 for labor.

The utility expense includes a basic $233 to heat and light the store,

$84 variable cost to operate the drycleaners at the assumed five loads per

machine, and $312 to operate the laundry equipment based on five and one-

half cents peT load. At the three load computation for the drycleaners

the utility bill was $545 and the drycleaning supplies, $216. At nine loads

they were $700 and $648, respectively.

As with the other two models, the investment is amortized over five

years.
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Successive changes in the nature of the self-service laundry industry

have affected the investment required in the individual store* The service

laundry of the 1940'8» the coin laundry of the 1950's, and finally the

fabric maintenance center of the 1960* s are examples of the expanding

marketing conc^t. Concurrent with these developments* a trend toward

more elaborate store interiors and innovations in machine installations

became evident* During the period of change in market concept » the great

increase in the number of store installations was rwnarkable.

The purpose of this report is to analyze the financial effect of these

changes through the testing of the following hypothesist

**The rapid increase in the number of stores in the coin laundry
industry and the additional investment required due to the change
in marketing concept tended to lower the rate of return on in-

vested capital during the period 1958-1963.*'

The hypothesis is tested by the use of models of store investments

typical of the years 1953, 1961 » and 1963* The study focuses on the period

1953-1963 because this was a time of rapid change in the coin-operated

laundry industry* Equipment investment, revenue based on stated assumptions

regarding level of use, and operating expenses are constructed for each model

<

The resulting net income is used to determine a rate of return on investment*

The models as representative stores show an increase in investment from

$10,000 in 1953, $32,000 in 1961, to $60,000 in 1963. Part of the large

increase in the 1961 and 1963 stores was the addition of coin drycleaning

equipment. The marked trend toward more elaborately designed stores also

added to the higher cost*



Cost of operation increasftd during the study period* As the size of

the investment grew, the space necessary to house the equipment increased*

Often the rental charges increased greatly* With more elaborate interiors,

the cost of decorating rose* In the unattended coin laundry of the early

type, there was a minimum of labor cost* But with the introduction of

coin drycleaning as well as a trend toward offering more services, the

labor bill grew significantly*

The study shows a 400;^ increase in the number of stores opened from

1953 to 1963* This was the cause of increased competition in local trade

areas* The problem of earlier type stores competing in the same market with

the later, more elaborate stores is examined in the study* The effect of a

decrease in the share of the market for the representative stores as seen

in the change in use factor of the equipment is noted*

The study concludes that the rate of return in the coin laundry and

drycleaning industry dropped during the period 1958 to 1963. Assuming a

uniform use factor for the major pieces of equipment, the rate of return

for these representative stores was 66^ in 1958, 24^ in 1961, and ITJIS in

1963. The increase in the store investment, increase in operating costs,

and increase in competition contributed to the drop in the rate of return.

The coin laundry and drycleaning field is typical of a monopolistically

competitive industry. The movement toward an equilibrium position by the

pressing out of axcess profits ir typical. The high return enjoyed by firms

in the early period of the study attracted a great increase in the number of

stores. The resulting adjustment in the market removed the high return*


